
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Please join us as a RUBBISH 2 RUNWAY III Partner! 
 
FRANK Gallery in Downtown Chapel Hill is pleased to announce one of our biggest events of 
the year – RUBBISH 2 RUNWAY III. This community exhibition and event will be on display 
from May 10 to June 5, 2016, and will feature a “Trashion Show” during opening weekend. 
RUBBISH 2 RUNWAY (R2R) features dresses made entirely from recycled materials and is 
designed to promote community awareness of the creative possibilities for re-purposing 
discarded materials.   
 
This year the exhibition will feature dresses made by high school and college students only. 
We aim to encourage young designers to think about sustainable design and how to create 
something lasting and useful – and in this case, wearable. We strive to generate an 
appreciation among young artists for reducing consumption through innovative design. All 
dresses will be modeled on the runway by the designers or their peers, and judged by a 
panel of fashion professionals and educators. Cash prizes and handmade trophies crafted 
from recycled materials will be awarded to the winners.  
  
R2R has been a tremendous success in past years. Participants and audience members alike 
have been anticipating the announcement of R2RIII, and have shown incredible support of 
this program since its inception in 2013. Each fashion show attracts over 300 audience 
members, with a total of 2,000 visitors per month during the exhibition, thanks in part to 
the extensive local press and media coverage. The creation of a program that builds a 
stronger community and supports our local youth is a critical part of our mission. Your 
participation as an R2R Partner will help us stage this unique community event. As an R2R 
Partner, your support will help with organizing and marketing the event, but most 
importantly, your contribution will help us provide cash prizes to the winning entries. 
Attached are some options for our 2016 sponsors.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Mark Elliott 
FRANK Member Artist 
Founder, Rubbish 2 Runway   



 
 

 

 

Partner Benefits include: 

 
Bronze Partners 
Donation $250 

 Company name will be listed the R2RIII website as a partner 
 Company name will be listed as “Bronze Partners” on the gallery wall for the 

duration of the show 
 Included in promotional emails which are sent to over 3,000 people  

 
Silver Partners 
Donation $500 

 All of the above 
 Company name and logo will be displayed on the gallery wall as “Silver Partners” for 

the duration of the show 
 Company will be promoted on social media as a R2RIII partner 
 Early entry and reserved seats for the R2RIII fashion show, to be held May 15, at 

3:00PM 
 

Gold Partners 
Donation $1,000 

 All of the above  
 Company name and logo featured on the gallery wall as “Featured Partners” for the 

duration of the show 
 Company logo displayed on all marketing/advertisements that support R2RIII 
 Company name will be displayed on the “FRANK Supporters” list in the gallery for 

one calendar year 
  



 

 

About  

FRANK Gallery is currently in the early stages of planning for our 3rd Rubbish 2 Runway (R2R) 

program. The purpose of R2R is to engage high school and college students in caring for 

their environment through creative recycling. R2R was designed to promote community 

awareness of the creative possibilities for re-purposing discarded materials while also 

encouraging young designers to think about sustainable design and creating something 

lasting and useful – and in this case, wearable. All entrants are required to fashion recycled 

materials into wearable garments without the use of any type of fabric. With the intent of 

creating an appreciation among young artists for reducing consumption as well as 

encouraging creative thought and innovative design. All garments will be wearable and 

presented during a fashion show, where prizes and trophies are awarded for winning 

designs. Each garment will walk the runway in front of a crowd and a panel of industry 

relevant judges for jurying and awarding of prizes. Each is judged on Innovation, Use of 

Materials, Wearability, and Creativity. In past years, the recycled garments have shown 

imagination and thoughtful craftsmanship in reusing everything from packing peanuts to 

bicycle tires, newspapers, playing cards, and road maps.  

  

 

History 

The fashion event was first presented in 2013 and again in 2014; led by FRANK Member 

Artist Mark Elliott, it was devised to be an outreach program in support of FRANK’s mission 

to support the local art community. Drawing inspiration from fashion design competitions 

and a desire to encourage artists to “think outside the box,” R2R has proven to be among 

the Gallery’s most popular public events. It has attracted over 300 people each year for the 

fashion show, with guests spilling out into the sidewalk, and lining up down the street prior 

to entry. The exhibition itself drew in 3,600 people during its initial two month run in 2013, 

more than a third of visitor traffic for the year. In 2014 R2R-2 brought over 1500 visitors to 

the gallery during only a four week exhibition. In the first two years of presenting this 

project, we produced R2R thanks to a handful of small business sponsorships, the generosity 

of many volunteers (including the DJ, event planners, trophy makers, etc.), and donations 

raised during the event itself. 

 
  



Join the excitement! 
 

    
Donated time and resources from local hairdressers & makeup artists. 

 

    
Crowds lining up down the street and outside the windows to watch the show. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Student designers 
walking the runway! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 

Models and designers have professional photographs made to 
document their dresses and runway looks! 

 
 
 
 
 
 


